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Abstrat
We onsider a two-hain, spin-
1
2
antiferromagneti Heisenberg spin ladder in an external
magneti eld H . The spin ladder is known to undergo seond order quantum phase transi-
tions (QPTs) at two ritial values, Hc1 and Hc2, of the magneti eld. There are now known
examples of strongly oupled (rung exhange interation muh stronger than nearest-neighbour
intrahain exhange interation) organi ladder ompounds in whih QPTs have been exper-
imentally observed. In this paper, we investigate whether well-known bipartite entanglement
meaures like one-site von Neumann entropy, two-site von Neumann entropy and onurrene
develop speial features lose to the quantum ritial points. As suggested by an earlier theo-
rem, the rst derivatives of the measures with respet to magneti eld are expeted to diverge
as H → Hc1 and H → Hc2. Based on numerial diagonalization data and a mapping of the
strongly-oupled ladder Hamiltonian onto the XXZ hain Hamiltonian, for whih several an-
alytial results are known, we nd that the derivatives of the entanglement measures diverge
as H → Hc2 but remain nite as H → Hc1. The reason for this disrepany is analysed. We
further alulate two reently proposed quantum information theoreti measures, the redued
delity and redued delity suseptibility, and show that these measures provide appropriate
signatures of the QPTs ouring at the ritial points H = Hc1 and H = Hc2.
PACS number(s): 03.67.Mn
I. INTRODUCTION
Antiferromagneti (AFM) Heisenberg ladders are examples of interating many body systems whih
exhibit a range of novel phenomena [1, 2℄. An n-hain spin ladder onsists of n hains oupled by
rungs, the simplest example being a two-hain ladder with n = 2. The study of ladders as prototypi-
al many body systems beame important after the disovery of high temperature superondutivity
in the strongly orrelated uprate materials. The dominant eletroni and magneti properties of
1
the uprates are assoiated with the CuO2 planes whih have the struture of a square lattie
[3℄. The level of rigour that an be ahieved in the treatment of strong orrelation is less in two
dimensions (2d) than in 1d. Ladder models, with struture interpolating between 1d and 2d, serve
as ideal andidates to address issues related to strong orrelation and also to investigate how ele-
troni and magneti properties hange as one progresses from the hain to the plane. In undoped
ladder models, eah site of the ladder is oupied by a spin (usually of magnitude
1
2 ) and the spins
interat via the AFM Heisenberg exhange interation. In doped ladder models, some of the spins
are replaed by positively harged holes whih are mobile. The Hamiltonian desribing the doped
systems are the t-J and Hubbard ladder models [1, 2, 3℄. With the disovery of a large number of
materials having a ladder-like struture, the study of ladders has aquired onsiderable importane.
The materials exhibit a range of phenomena inluding superondutivity in hole-doped systems,
the `odd-even' eet in whih the exitation spetrum of an n-hain ladder is gapped (gapless) if n
is even (odd) and quantum phase transitions (QPTs) tuned by an external magneti eld [1, 2, 3℄.
Many of the experimental observations were motivated by theoretial preditions, superondutivity
being a prime example [4, 5, 6℄.
In this paper, we fous on QPTs in a two-leg AFM Heisenberg ladder (Fig. 1) in an external
magneti eld. The Hamiltonian desribing the model is given by
H =
L∑
j=1
[J||(S1,j .S1,j+1 + S2,j .S2,j+1) + J⊥S1,j.S2,j ]−H
L∑
j=1
(Sz1,j + S
z
2,j) (1)
where the indies 1 and 2 distinguish the lower and upper legs of the ladder and j labels the rungs.
The spins have magnitude
1
2 (|
−→
Sj | = 12 ) and interat via the AFM Heisenberg exhange interation.
The intrahain and rung exhange ouplings are of strengths J|| and J⊥respetively. The total
number of rungs is L and periodi boundary onditions are assumed. The fator g µB (g is the
Landé splitting fator and µB the Bohr magneton) is absorbed inH . If J⊥ = 0, the ladder deouples
into two non-interating spin-
1
2 Heisenberg hains with no gap to spin exitations. For any arbitrary
J⊥ 6= 0, the exitation spetrum aquires a gap (spin gap). In the strong oupling limit, J⊥ >> J||,
a simple physial piture of the ground state and the origin of the spin gap an be given. The spins
along the rungs predominantly form singlets in the ground state. A spin exitation is reated by
replaing a singlet by a triplet whih propagates along the ladder due to the intrahain exhange
interation. In rst order perturbation theory, the spin gap ∆ is given by ∆ ≈ J⊥ − J|| separating
the lowest exited state from the dimerized ground state.
There are now several known strong oupling ladder ompounds [7℄. Of these, the organi
ladder ompounds Cu2(C5H12N2)2Cl4 [8℄, (C5H12N)2CuBr4 [9℄ and (5IAP )2CuBr4.2H2O [10℄
are of speial interest beause of the experimental observation of the QPTs in these systems by the
tuning of an external magneti eld. A QPT ours at T = 0 and brings about a qualitative hange
in the ground state of an interating many body system at a spei value gc of the tuning parameter
g [11℄. QPTs are driven by quantum utuations and in the ase of seond order transitions, the
quantum ritial point is assoiated with sale invariane and a diverging orrelation length. The
ground state energy beomes non-analyti at the ritial value gc of the tuning parameter. If one
of the phases is gapped, the gap goes to zero in a power-law fashion as g → gc. In the ase of
a spin ladder, the external magneti eld H plays the role of the tuning parameter g. There are
two ritial points, Hc1 and Hc2 [7, 8, 9, 10℄. At T = 0 and for 0 < H < Hc1, the ladder is in
the spin gap phase. In the presene of the magneti eld, there is a Zeeman splitting of the triplet
(S = 1) exitation spetrum with the Sz = 1 omponent having the lowest energy. The spin gap
2
is now ∆ − H . At H = Hc1 = ∆, the gap loses and a QPT ours to the Luttinger liquid (LL)
phase haraterized by a gapless exitation spetrum. At the upper ritial eld H = Hc2, there
is another QPT to the fully polarized ferromagneti (FM) state. The magnetization data exhibit
universal saling behaviour in the viinity of Hc1 and Hc2, onsistent with theoretial preditions
[7, 8, 9, 10℄. In the gapless regime Hc1 < H < Hc2, the ladder Hamiltonian an be mapped onto an
XXZ hain Hamiltonian the thermodynami propeties of whih an be alulated exatly using the
Bethe Ansatz (BA) [7, 8, 9, 10℄. The theoretially omputed magnetization versus magneti eld
urve is in exellent agreement with the experimental data. QPTs an be observed in the organi
ladder ompounds as the magnitudes of the ritial elds are experimentally aessible.
In reent years, QPTs have been extensively studied in spin systems using well-known quantum
information theoreti measures. A number of entanglement measures have been identied whih
develop speial features lose to the quantum ritial point [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19℄. It has
been shown [16℄ that, in general, a rst order QPT linked to a disontinuity in the rst derivative
of the ground state energy, is signalled by a disontinuity in a bipartite entanglement measure
whereas a disontinuity or a divergene in the rst derivative of the entanglement measure marks a
seond-order phase transition haraterized by a disontinuity/divergene in the seond derivative
of the ground state energy. Another measure whih provides a signature of QPTs is that of ground
state delity [20, 21℄. The utility of the measure and a related measure, delity suseptibility, has
been explored in a number of studies [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28℄. Fidelity, a onept borrowed from
quantum information theory, is dened as the overlap modulus between ground states orresponding
to slightly dierent Hamiltonian parameters. The delity typially drops in an abrupt manner at a
ritial point indiating a dramati hange in the nature of the ground state wave funtion. This is
aompanied by a divergene of the delity suseptibility. In these approahes, the delity measure
involves global ground states. Reently, the onept redued delity (RF) (also alled partial state
delity) has been developed, whih relates to the delity of a subsystem [25, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33℄, along
with the assoiated notion of redued delity suseptibility (RFS). Using the RF and RFS measures,
QPTs have been studied in spin models like the Lipkin-Meshkov-Glik model [30, 31℄, the transverse
eld Ising model in 1d [32℄ and the spin-
1
2 dimerized Heisenberg hains [33℄. In this paper, we use
some well-known bipartite entanglement measures, whih inlude one-site entanglement, two-site
entanglement and onurrene, for the study of QPTs in the S = 12 two-leg AFM Heisenberg ladder
(Fig. 1) desribed by the Hamiltonian given in Eq. (1). We show that the entanglement measures
develop harateristi features lose to the quantum ritial point H = Hc2 but not at the ritial
point H = Hc1. We next show that the measures based on the RF and RFS signal the ourene
of QPTs at both the ritial points H = Hc1 and Hc2.
II. ENTANGLEMENT AND FIDELITY MEASURES PROB-
ING QPTS
We rst dene the various entanglement and delity measures whih provide the basis of our
alulations. The single-site von Neumann entropy, a measure of the entanglement of a single spin
with the rest of the system, is given by
S(i) = −Trρ(i) log2 ρ(i) (2)
where ρ(i) is the single-site redued density matrix [14, 19℄. The two-site entanglement S(i, j) is a
measure of the entanglement between two separate spins, at sites i and j, and the rest of the spins
3
[18, 19℄. Let ρ(i, j) be the redued density matrix for the two spins, obtained from the full density
matrix by traing out the spins other than the ones at sites i and j. The two-site entanglement is
given by the von Neumann entropy
S(i, j) = −Trρ(i, j) log2 ρ(i, j) (3)
In a translationally invariant system, S depends only on the distane n = |j−i|. A knowledge of the
two-site redued density matrix enables one to alulate onurrene, a measure of entanglement
between two spins at sites i and j [34, 35℄. Let ρ(i, j) be dened as a matrix in the standard basis
{|↑↑〉 , |↑↓〉 , |↓↑〉 |↓↓〉}. One an dene the spin-reversed density matrix as ρ˜ = (σy⊗σy)ρ∗ (σy⊗σy),
where σy is the Pauli matrix. The onurrene C is given by C = max{λ1−λ2−λ3−λ4, 0} where
λi's are square roots of the eigenvalues of the matrix ρ ρ˜ in desending order. C = 0 implies an
unentangled state whereas C = 1 orresponds to maximum entanglement.
The delity F is given by the modulus of the overlap of normalized ground state wave funtions
|ψ0(λ)〉 and |ψ0(λ+ δλ)〉 for losely spaed Hamiltonian parameter values λ and λ+ δλ [20, 21, 22℄.
F (λ, λ+ δλ) = | 〈ψ0(λ)|ψ0(λ+ δλ)〉 | (4)
Eq. (4) gives a denition of the global delity. The redued delity (RF) [29, 30, 31, 32, 33℄ refers
to a subsystem and is dened to be the overlap between the redued density matries ρ ≡ ρ(h) and
ρ˜ ≡ ρ(h + δ) of the ground states |φ0(h)〉 and |φ0(h+ δ)〉, h and h + δ being two losely spaed
Hamiltonian parameter values. The RF is
FR(h, h+ δ) = Tr
√
ρ
1
2 ρ˜ ρ
1
2
(5)
We now ompute the dierent entanglement and delity measures for the ladder Hamiltonian
given in Eq. (1). The external magneti eld H serves as the Hamiltonian parameter. One
notes that the z-omponent, Sztot =
∑L
j=1(S
z
1,j + S
z
2,j), of the total spin is a onserved quantity.
Using this fat, the Hamiltonian is diagonalized for dierent values of L with the help of the
numerial diagonalization pakage TITPACK [36℄. We take J⊥ = 13K and J|| = 1.15K whih
are the approximate values of the rung and intrahain exhange ouplings in the AFM ompound
(5IAP )2CuBr4.2H2O [10℄. We determine the ground state as well as the three lowest exited
state energies for dierent values of H with L ranging from L = 2 to L = 16. Using the data, we
examine the variation of the delity F (H, H + δ) (Eq. (4)) with inreasing magneti eld strength
H and δ = .001. We observe sharp drops in F (H, H + δ) at HLC1 = ∆L (inset of Fig. 2), where
∆L is the spin gap, i.e., the dierene in the energies of the rst exited and ground states. A
polynomial tting of the ∆L versus
1
L
data points yields ∆L ≈ 11.8416+ .9739( 1L) + .6621( 1L )2. In
the thermodynami limit L→∞, the ritial eld is thus Hc1 = ∆∞ ≈ 11.8416. In the ase of the
strong oupling ladder (J⊥ >> J||), the ritial eld Hc1 ≃ J⊥−J|| to the rst order in perturbation
theory [37℄. The fully polarized FM ground state (H > Hc2) beomes unstable when the lowest
energy of the spin waves falls below the energy of the polarized state. The magnitude of Hc2 an be
alulated exatly as Hc2 = J⊥ + 2 J||. The estimates of Hc1 and Hc2 are in lose agreement with
the experimental results [2, 7, 37℄. The numerial diagonalization data reprodues the exat value
of Hc2 in the thermodynami limit. We further obtain the variation of the magnetizationm(H) and
its rst derivative
dm
dH
with H in the thermodynami limit adopting the extrapolation proedures
outlined in [38℄. The magnetization m(H) is the average magnetization per site and beause of
translational invariane m(H) = 〈Szi 〉. At T = 0, the expetation value is alulated in the ground
4
state. The inset of Fig. (3) shows that the derivative dm
dH
tends to diverge as H → Hc1 and Hc2.
This is onsistent with the existene of a square root singularity in m(H) in the viinity of the
quantum ritial points Hc1 and Hc2 [7, 37℄. Sine seond order QPTs our at the ritial elds
Hc1 and Hc2, the rst derivatives of the entanglement measures, S(i), S(i, j) and C, with respet
to the tuning parameter H may exhibit a disontinuity or a divergene as the ritial points are
approahed [16℄. We ompute the various rst derivatives to asertain that this feature of ritial
point transitions holds true in the ase of the spin ladder.
The single-site redued density matrix ρ(i) an be written in terms of the spin expetation value
〈Szi 〉 as [31℄
ρ(i) =
(
1
2 + 〈Szi 〉 0
0 12 − 〈Szi 〉
)
(6)
in the |↑〉 , |↓〉 basis. From Eq. (2),
S(i) = −
∑
i
λi log2 λi (7)
where the λi 's are the two diagonal elements of ρ(i). Fig. 3 shows the variation of
dS(i)
dH
with H . It
is observed that unlike
dm
dH
,
dS(i)
dH
tends to diverge only near Hc2, while it approahes a nite value
lose to Hc1. The values of Hc1 and Hc2 are Hc1 = 11.8416K and Hc2 = 15.3K as obtained from
numerial diagonalization data. The strongly oupled ladder model in high magneti eld an be
mapped onto a 1d XXZ AFM Heisenberg hain with an eetive Hamiltonian [37, 39℄
Heff = J||
L∑
j=1
[S˜xj S˜
x
j+1 + S˜
y
j S˜
y
j+1 +
1
2
S˜zj S˜
z
j+1 − H˜
L∑
j=1
S˜zj (8)
where H˜ = H − J⊥ − J||2 is an eetive magneti eld and S˜αj 's (α = x, y, z) are pseudo spin-
1
2 operators whih an be expressed in terms of the original spin operators. There are several
exat results known for the XXZ spin- 12 hain in a magneti eld [40, 41℄. In partiular, the zero
temperature magnetization m(H) lose to the quantum ritial points is given by the expressions
(we use the symbol H instead of H˜)
m(H) ∼
√
2
π
√
(H −Hc1)/J||, H > Hc1 (9)
m(H) ∼ 1−
√
2
π
√
(Hc2 −H)/J||, H < Hc2 (10)
Similar expressions are obtained in the ase of an integrable spin ladder model with the help of
the thermodynami BA [7℄. Using the analyti expressions of m(H) in Eqs. (9) and (10), the
rst derivative of single-site von Neumann entropy with respet to magneti eld H , dS(i)
dH
, an be
alulated analytially from Eqs. (2) and (6). Again, the derivative diverges near Hc2 (Fig. 4) but
not as the quantum ritial point Hc1 is approahed, onsistent with numerial results. The values
of Hc1 and Hc2 are Hc1 = J⊥ − J|| = 11.85K and Hc2 = J⊥ + 2 J|| = 15.3K. The estimate of Hc1
is from rst-order perturbation theory.
The orrelation funtions of the S=
1
2 XXZ hain in a magneti eld are known [42℄ in the
gapless phase Hc1 < H < Hc2. In terms of the original spin operators, these are given by
5
〈Sz1 (r)Sz1 (0)〉 =
m2
4
+
1
r2
+ cos(2πmr)
(
1
r
)2K
(11)
〈
S+1 (r)S
−
1 (0)
〉
= cos[π(1 − 2m)r]
(
1
r
) 2K+1
2K
+ cos(πr)
(
1
r
) 1
2K
(12)
where K is the LL exponent. For simpliity, we have dropped some prefators (onstants) in the
terms appearing in Eqs (11) and (12). The expressions for the orrelation funtions are utilized to
study the variation of the two-site entanglement S(i, j) and onurrene Ci,i+1 with respet to the
magneti eld. These quantities an be omputed from the two-site redued density matrix ρ(i, j)
whih, in terms of the spin expetation values and orrelation funtions, is given by [43℄
ρ(i, j) =


1
4 + 〈Szi 〉+
〈
Szi S
z
j
〉
0 0 0
0 14 −
〈
Szi S
z
j
〉 〈
Sxi S
x
j
〉
+
〈
Syi S
y
j
〉
0
0
〈
Sxi S
x
j
〉
+
〈
Syi S
y
j
〉
1
4 −
〈
Szi S
z
j
〉
0
0 0 0 14 − 〈Szi 〉+
〈
Szi S
z
j
〉


(13)
S(i, j) is given by
S(i, j) = −
∑
i
ǫi log2 ǫi (14)
where ǫi's are the eigenvalues of ρ(i, j). Using equation (9), (10), (11) (12) and (13), the rst
derivative of S(i, j) with respet to H is alulated near both the ritial points (Fig. 5). The
derivative diverges near Hc2 but approahes a nite value lose to Hc1. The n.n. onurrene an
be written as [14, 34, 35℄
Ci,i+1 = 2Max[0, |ρ23(i, i+ 1)| −
√
ρ11(i, i+ 1)ρ44(i, i+ 1)] (15)
Fig. 6 shows the derivative of Ci,i+1 with respet to H versus H . The derivative, as in the ase
of one-site and two-site entanglement measures, diverges as H → Hc2 but has a nite value as
H → Hc1 .
Lastly, we probe the existene of speial features, if any, near the QCPs exhibited by the one-site
RF [25, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33℄ dened in Eq. (5). The redued delity suseptibility (RFS) is dened
to be
χR(H) = limδ→0
−2 ln FR(H, H + δ)
δ2
(16)
Figs. (7) and (8) show that the RF FR(H, H + δ) drops sharply at the quantum ritial points
(insets) and the assoiated RFS, χR(H), blows up as both the quantum ritial points are ap-
proahed. This result is in ontrast with what is observed in the ase of entanglement measures,
where a speial feature develops only in the viinity of the ritial point Hc2. The alulations of
the RF and the RFS are possible beause they involve only loal measures. A alulation of the
global delity would not have been possible laking a knowledge of the true many body ground
state.
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 ⊥J
1
2
||J
||J
FIG. 1: A two-hain ladder with rung and intra-hain nearest-neighbour exhange ouplings of
strengths J⊥ and J|| respetively. The indies 1 and 2 label the two hains of the ladder.
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FIG. 8: Plot of RFS χR(H) versus H near H = Hc2; (inset) plot of RF FR(H, H + δ) versus H
near H = Hc2.
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IV. DISCUSSIONS
In this paper, we onsider a spin-
1
2 , two-hain AFM ladder in an external magneti eld. The
ladder system is known to exhibit QPTs at two ritial values, Hc1 and Hc2, of the magneti eld.
The ladder has a rih quantum phase diagram with a gapless LL phase separating two gapped
phases. Both the spin-disordered state (0 < H < Hc1) and the fully polarized FM state (H > Hc2)
onstitute gapped phases. Using a bosonization tehnique, it has been shown [44℄ that the spin
gaps vanish at the ritial points and the spin-spin orrelation funtions beome long-ranged. As
suggested in [16, 17, 18℄, a seond order QPT is haraterized by a disontinuous/divergent rst
derivative of an entanglement measure with respet to the tuning parameter. Our omputations of
the rst derivatives of the entanglement measures S(i), S(i, j) and Ci,i+1 show that these quantities
diverge only as H → Hc2 but remain nite as the other ritial point Hc1 is approahed. As
disussed in [16℄, the rst derivatives of one or more elements of the redued density matrix ρ(i, j)
with respet to the tuning parameter are expeted to diverge at the ritial points. From Eqs.
(11)-(13), one an verify that this is the ase as H → Hc1 and Hc2 with the divergent ontributions
oming from ρ11(i, j) and ρ44(i, j). The theorem in [16℄ regarding the disontinuity/divergene of
the rst derivative of an entanglement measure at a ritial point links the behaviour to that of the
rst derivative of one or more elements of ρ(i, j). This is so provided a set of onditions is satised.
We nd that one of these onditions (ondition (b)) is violated in the ase of the two-hain ladder
as H → Hc1. This is easily illustrated for the entanglement measure Ci,i+1 (Eq. (15)). The rst
derivative
dCi,i+1
dH
involves terms ontaining the fator m(H)dm(H)
dH
whih leads to a anellation
of singularities as H → Hc1 (see Eq. (9)). This is ontrary to ondition (b) in [16℄ so that the
theorem is no longer valid. The anellation of singularities does not our as H → Hc2 (see Eq.
(10)) so that
dCi,i+1
dH
signals the ourene of a QPT. In the ase of the single-site entanglement,
S(i), similar arguments show that the anellation of the singularity ours as H → Hc1. The
square root singularities in magnetization (Eqs. (9) and (10)) are generi to other AFM systems
with spin gap like the spin-1 hain in a magneti eld [44, 45, 46℄. Thus, the behaviour reported in
this paper may be a general feature of a lass of gapped 1d AFM systems. As shown in our paper,
the measures RF and RFS yield appropriate signatures as both the ritial points Hc1 and Hc2 are
approahed and thus appear to be better indiators of QPTs in the ase of systems whih violate
one or more onditions of the theorem in [16℄.
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